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C-WAGS offers titles in Obedience, Rally, Games and Scent Detective. Trials may be
hosted by a club, organization, or individual. Trials may be held in conjunction with any
other dog organization’s event. Trials may consist of any combination of classes and
may be held inside or outside.
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Eligibility for Scent Detective Games


All dogs at least 6 months old at the date of the trial.



All teams must be registered with C-WAGS to enter a trial. Dog and handler
teams may complete their C-WAGS registration on the day of show prior to
competing and trial host will submit with trial results.



Our organization is dedicated to the bond that develops with team work. As
such, all dogs must be handled by the registered handler or an immediate family
or household member (see FEO for exception).



For Exhibition Only (FEO) – Trial hosts may choose to accept entries as FEO at
the regular or a reduced entry fee. The scores from this entry are not recorded.
The dog may be handled by the registered handler, a non-family member, or be
an unregistered dog.



Trial Hosts MAY elect to allow female dogs in season to compete BY CLASS, if
that is the last class of the day in that search area. They will run at the end of the
run order and will be required to wear panties. Handlers should contact the trial
host at least 3 days prior to the trial if they anticipate that their dog may be in
season. Hosts allowing dogs in season to compete must include the information
PROMINENTLY IN BOLD in their premium.



Disabled dogs are allowed and encouraged to compete as long as they do not
show signs of pain or discomfort.



Dogs with stitches, open wounds whether covered or otherwise are ineligible to
compete.



Judges and trial hosts/officials may compete at trials in which they are working.



Students may show under their instructor.



Family members may show under a family member judge.

Jr. Handler Program
 Open to any handler under the age of 17 on the day of the trial.
 The Jr. Handler and the dog must be registered with C-WAGS as a team.
 The dog may have earned or be actively competing towards titles in Obedience,
Rally, Games or Scent Detective with another handler. A dog may not be
entered in the same round of a Scent Detective class more than one time, even if
registered with multiple handlers.
 When judging the Jr. Teams, judges should recognize that these teams are
young and still developing. They will be allowed an additional 25% time in each
class.
 Awards of some type are encouraged to be given to all entered Junior Handler
teams.
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Judge’s Reset Class
 Trial hosts may choose to allow the judge to enter a class they are the judge for if
resets are being offered and another judge is in attendance at the trial. The
course/hide must be set and judged by a C-WAGS judge. All dogs in THIS reset
must be judged by the reset judge. Judge of record for any class (reset or not)
must be the judge responsible for the course layout and placement of the hides.

Show Ground Expectations
A show/trial is a chance to connect with old friends and an opportunity to make new
friends. As such:


All exhibitors are expected to treat the judges, advocates, trial hosts, their canine
partner, and all other exhibitors with respect.



All judges, advocates, and trial hosts are expected to show respect to all exhibitors.



The owner/handler has complete responsibility to maintain control of their dog on the
show grounds. Exhibitors are responsible for the conduct of their children and guests on
the show grounds.



Exhibitors are expected to be familiar with the rules for the organization and the classes
that they enter.



A judge has the authority to excuse any dog or handler from the search area due to
aggression towards a dog or person or unsportsmanlike behavior.
This includes
handler-delivered harsh corrections to their dog in or out of the search area. A warning
is optional. The decision to remove a dog and/or handler from the search area is final
for that trial. A report must be submitted to C-WAGS by the judge and trial host. A
review by C-WAGS will determine if the dog/handler may show again at future trials.



A Judge, Advocate or Trial Host has the authority to request any person or dog to leave
the show grounds. The decision to remove a dog and/or handler from the trial grounds
is final for that trial. A report must be submitted to C-WAGS by the trial host. A review
by C-WAGS will determine if the dog/handler may show again at future trials.



Placements are not awarded in Scent Detective Classes but special awards may be
given at the discretion of the trial host. Qualifying ribbons must be offered.



All dogs must be on leash and under control at all times on the show grounds



Collars: the dog must wear a buckle, snap or martingale collar and/or body harness in
the search area. Collars/harnesses with tags may be worn. Harnesses may have the
leash attached to the front clip or on the back. Electronic training and pinch collars are
not allowed on the show grounds. Head halters may be worn on show grounds, but not
during the search.
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 Dogs may wear unscented accessories such as sweaters/coats, thundershirts/wraps,

paw covers, hair bows/ties, neck scarf, within reason, as long as they do not create a
safety hazard. The judge has final say on whether an item creates a safety concern.
The accessories must be on the dog prior to entering the staging/gate area.

 Exhibitors may have video taken (or Go-Pro type camera may be worn by handler) of

their search but may not share or post to any social media until the class is completed.
Violation will result in any Pass of that class being disqualified.



Trial Hosts may limit the number of dogs per handler per class, based on the number of
resets offered.



Exhibitors may request to be excused during the performance. Judges must honor any
such request.



Judging Order – Dogs should be judged in scheduled order as much as possible.
Possible conflicts should be brought to the attention of the judge or steward before the
class begins, at which time movement within the class may be made. Judges are not
required to wait for any team that is not ready when it is their turn, but may choose to
allow a dog that missed his turn to run later or at the end of the class. Premiums must
state if any deviation from this system is used.



Teams may compete in multiple levels at the same trial while working on the title for
those classes or while working towards championship titles.



A dog may be registered as a team with more than one handler. A dog may not be
entered in the same class more than one time even if registered with multiple handlers.



All classes may be held at inside and / or outside locations

Championship Title - ACE – team may continue to compete indefinitely in all classes.
Teams who have titled and receive 10 additional qualifying scores will be awarded the
ACE title for that class.
C-WAGS Scent Patrol Ace (CW-SPA)

C-WAGS Scent Ranger Level 1 ACE (CW-ScR1A)

C-WAGS Scent Detective Ace (CW-SDA)

C-WAGS Scent Ranger Level 2 ACE (CW-ScR2A)

C-WAGS Scent Investigator Ace (CW-SIA) C-WAGS Scent Ranger Level 3 ACE (CW-ScR3A)
C-WAGS Scent Super Sleuth Ace (CW-SSA)
C-WAGS Scent Private Investigator ACE (CW-SPIA)
Scent Detective Diversions (CW-SDDA)

Teams may collect additional Ace titles at each level and will be designated as
CW-SPAx2, CW-SPAx3, etc.
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Master Team Award
This award may be applied for upon completion of ACE titles in three of the four
different C-WAGS events: Obedience, Rally, Games, Scent. The Master Team Award
is available in Four Levels, corresponding to the earned ACE titles. Master Team
Award Application may be found on the Exhibitor Info Forms web page.
Master Team Award
Level 1

Master Team Award
Level 2

Master Team
Award Level 3

Master Team
Award Level 4

Obedience Ace
Level 1

Obedience Ace
Level 2

Obedience Ace
Level 3

Obedience Ace
Level 4

Starter or Zoom 1
Rally Ace

Advanced or Zoom 1.5
Rally Ace

Pro or Zoom 2
Rally Ace

ARF Ace

Games
Level 1 Ace

Games
Level 2 Ace

Games
Level 3 Ace

Games Level 4 Ace

Scent Level 1 Ace

Scent Level 2 Ace

Scent Level 3 Ace

Scent Level 4 Ace
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Class Guidelines and Definitions
Accessible and Inaccessible hides - An inaccessible hide is defined as a hide that the
dog cannot put his nose on. Inaccessible hides include, but are not limited to, hides that
are enclosed in an item or space, such as inside a cabinet, or hides that the dog cannot
get to, such as hides that are in corners that are too small for big dogs, or hides that are
over the head of small dogs. If, in the judge’s opinion, a hide is inaccessible for a
particular dog then the dog’s alert, and/or the handler’s identification of the location of
hide does not need to be the exact hide location. It should be in an area of high odor
concentration.
Barking – occasional barking is allowed. Continuous barking will receive a NonQualifying score.
Consistency – Judges are expected to apply judging criteria consistently from team to
team. To the extent possible, the class should be consistent for all exhibitors. Scent,
location of scent, and controlled distractions should be the same for all exhibitors in the
class. If an item is damaged during a run, the item should be replaced with as similar
an item as possible. Trial hosts are required to have a reasonable number of
replacement items available.
Cues – handlers are permitted to talk, praise, and encourage their dog throughout the
performance. Handlers may encourage their dog to move to a different section of the
search area. Loud intimidating, commands, signals, or cues may result in a NonQualifying score.
Dog in White – It is recommended judges use a qualified dog and handler team, not
entered in that class, to complete a search prior to any entered teams. This is to allow
the judge to verify the integrity of the hides, determine how odor is behaving, make
changes as necessary, and set search time limits in those classes with time variances.
Entering/Exiting the Search area – Teams must wait for the judge’s signal before
entering the sequestered area. Dogs must be on leash when entering and exiting the
sequestered area, even if being carried. Leashes may be removed inside the area
before the start line and must be attached prior to leaving the sequestered area. Dogs
that leave the sequestered area unleashed will receive a Non-Qualifying score.
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Faults o Dropped toy that touches any item in the search area or dropped food (must pick
up)
o Dog stops working for handler (may be encouraged to start working again within
reason) – includes dogs who “check out” and dogs who get the “zoomies.”
(Handler is allowed once to either guide unleashed dog to leash, or go get the
leash and attach, and resume working within allotted time without incurring an
additional fault.)
o Handler guides dog during the search by the collar/harness or leash (other than
to reconnect leash as above, or immediately after a correct find – See Guiding
Dog). Includes pulling dog off a distraction item.
o Incorrect find – If the handler incorrectly indicates to the judge that the dog has
found a scent, the judge will tell the team to move on and a fault will be given.
o If the handler calls the SAME WRONG hide more than one time, they will
be told to move on and a second fault will NOT be given.
o If the handler calls the CORRECT hide more than one time, the judge will
tell the team to move on and inform the team that they already called an
alert on the hide. A fault will NOT be given.
o Disturbing the search area by dog or handler – C-WAGS rules ensure that, as
much as possible, each search is consistent between teams in terms of level of
difficulty. Any disturbances of the area or the objects and containers in the area
by the handler or the dog may compromise the search area and risk that
consistency. Faults will be given if a dog or handler disturbs the search area to a
significant extent. Such disturbances include (but are not limited to) picking up a
container/object (dog), touching a container/object (handler), Moving a
container/object/distractor more than a few inches (handler or dog, moving with
any part of body), excessive pawing (such that it damages the
container/object). If the disturbance continues the judge may ask the handler to
stop the dog’s behavior and, under extreme conditions, may excuse the team.
Judges are encouraged to include examples of behavior that may incur faults in
their briefing.
o Handler verbally naming the scent location.
o If asked by the judge to clarify location of hide after calling an alert, the handler
cues the dog or has the dog continue to search to pinpoint the hide location.
o In Scent Ranger if the handler crosses the distance line momentarily, but doesn’t
go over half the distance to the search items.
Food/Petting/Toy Rewards – the handler may reward their dog with food treats, petting
or toy rewards at any time during the search. Food or toy may be carried in hand, in a
bait bag, pocket or in any reasonable manner. A toy may not be thrown and should not
touch the ground and should stay in contact with the handler at all times. Squeaker toys
are not allowed. Handler’s may treat at the scent, but should treat next to the container,
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item, or hide, not on top of, to reduce the chance of drool and crumbs falling on
container.
Guiding of the dog– The handler may guide the dog gently by the collar, harness and or
leash ONLY under the following circumstances:
1. Before the search, from inside the gate to the start line area.
2. For a step or two after rewarding the dog for a correct find to encourage the dog to
move on.
3. At the end of the search to return to the gate.
Handlers may not guide their dogs by the collar, harness, or leash during the
search. Intentional guiding or pulling of the dog for control will result in FAULT.
Height and Location of Target Item – see individual class descriptions.
Indication of Find - During the search when the handler believes the dog is at source,
the handler shall clearly communicate to the judge by saying “Alert” in a loud and clear
way and/or raising one arm over their head. In order to preserve training and
relationships, if an incorrect find is indicated by the handler, the judge will act as quickly
as possible to tell the team to move on before the reward is given to the dog.









The judge must decide that the dog’s behavior indicates it has determined where
the hide is located, and the handler has given an alert verbally or with a hand
signal. The dog must be, or have been, at source, strongest concentration of
odor, or as close to source as the dog can access.
If the behavior of the dog does not clearly indicate the location of the scent, or
the handler appears unsure of the location, the judge may ask the handler to
indicate the location of the scent by pointing to the location without touching
anything. The judge may also ask the handler what specifically the dog did to
indicate the find. If asked by the judge to clarify location of hide after calling an
alert, the handler has the dog continue to search to pinpoint the hide location, a
Fault will be given.
For inaccessible hides a dog’s alert and/or handler’s identification of the area
does not need to be the exact location of the hide. It should be in an area of high
odor concentration.
The Judge will either confirm the find or tell the team to move on (a false
indication). A Fault will be given.
A Fault will be given if the handler verbally names the scent location.

Interference, Aiding or Double Handling – any interference, aid or double handling that
appears to aid the working team will result in the working team receiving a NonQualifying score. In order for the Judge to make a fair assessment of each team, it is
critical that exhibitors, their guests, trial workers, not discuss any part of the search area
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prior to the completion of the class. It is acceptable for a handler to state that their dog
did or did not pass. Details of the search including the location of the scent should be
kept a secret until the class is completed. All parties found in violation of this rule will
receive Non-Qualifying scores.
Items in Search Area – Definitions:
Scent Vessel – The item the scent swab is directly in. It may be any small object that
prevents the scent swab from coming into direct contact with the dog or any
other item, but allows the scent to escape. Vessels are placed into or on
containers and items.
Containers – Items that the scent vessel could be in.
Objects – are everyday indoor / outdoor or dog show items which the scent can be
attached to, in or on.
Items – refer collectively to Containers and Objects
Complete information by level is contained in the Search Area Guidelines (page 22)
Judge’s Instructions– prior to each class, the judge will brief the handlers on the basic
requirements for that class and any additional information the judge deems necessary
for that class, including if needed what items/areas of the search area may not be “in
play”. The briefing will take place in an area of the judge’s choice. Including a view of
the search area is optional. The first team will be offered at least 5 minutes after the
briefing ends to be ready at the gate.
On-Leash, Off-Leash Searches - At indoor trials on or off leash searches are allowed , as
long as the area is safe and secure for the dog. When the handler opts to take their dog
off-leash for a search, it may not be removed until inside the sequestered area, before
the start line. The leash may be removed or re-attached during a search without
penalty. For outdoor trials to allow Off-Leash work, the search area must be within a
securely fenced area. The height of the fence must be at least 42”. (The actual search
area may be a small part of the larger fenced area). Outdoor classes not securely
fenced must be an on-leash search.
Non-Qualifying Events –The following incidents will result in a Non-Qualifying score:
o A dog that leaves the search area that appears to the judge not to be working
odor, such as visiting, and/or running around, or not returning promptly will
receive a Non-Qualifying Score. (A dog that leaves the search area while
appearing to the judge to be continuing to work the odor, but does not leave the
sequestered area and returns promptly will not be faulted.)
o Excusal - Dogs becoming ill or eliminating in the search area will be excused.
The judge may excuse the team for aggressive behavior; poor sportsmanship;
signs of extreme fear, destructive or uncontrollable behavior.
o Continuous barking
o Prompting or luring from the handler to help the dog find the scent, not viewed as
part of a search pattern. For example, it is sometimes apparent to the handler
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o

o

o
o
o
o
o
o

where the scent is located. In this case, handlers may not indicate to their dogs
the location of the scent. Standing still next to the target odor is considered
prompting.
Sharing details of the search including the location of the scent prior to
completion of the class. (Interference, Aiding, Double handling) All parties found
in violation of this rule will receive Non-Qualifying scores.
Having scents on the show grounds. No practice scents allowed – other than the
official “Warm-Up Boxes”. Having additional scents may contaminate the area
and make it difficult for all dogs in the trial.
Two or more FAULTS during the search
The team exceeds maximum course time prior to identifying all the hides.
In Private Investigator Class, calling “FINISH” before identifying all the hides, or
failure to call “FINISH” before maximum course time has elapsed.
Loud, intimidating commands, signals, or cues may result in a Non-Qualifying
score.
Dog leaving the sequestered area unleashed.
Scent Ranger - Handler crossing the Handler Distance line by more than half the
distance, or crossing and staying over the distance line.

Start Line - There will be a designated Start “line” inside the search area. This may
consist of a sight line between two or more cones, markers, or markings on the ground.
An entrance chute could be used with the start line at the gating to the search area. In
Ranger classes the Handler’s Distance Line is the Start Line.
Time  The judge will invite the team into the sequestered area. Once invited in, the
handler may immediately begin the search or remove the leash (if desired) and
start. Time begins when the dog breaks the plane of the Start Line.


As a courtesy every effort will be made to give a 30 second warning (or
remaining time, if less than 30 seconds) to all teams. A missed warning will not
negate the run. Teams are allowed to self-time.



Time will stop when the handler indicates the correct location of the last scent or
when the maximum allowed time has expired. In the Private Investigator Class
time will stop when the handler calls “FINISH”.



When maximum time or faults has been reached the judge is encouraged to help
a team that is actively working, find at least one scent.



A dog that is not actively engaged in the search would be excused from the
search area when time expires or upon obtaining the second fault.



In Scent Ranger, time will start when the dog breaks the plane on any part of the
Handler Distance line.
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Class Specifics

Scents used:
Birch Bark Sweet (Betula lenta)
Clove Bud (Eugenia caryophyllata or Syzygium aromaticum L)
Cypress (Cupressus sempervirens)
Anise (Aniseed Oil –Pimpinella Anisum)

All searches are judged on a Pass/Fail basis. No placements are awarded.

To earn a C-WAGS scent title, the team must PASS four searches of that Level class
under at least two different judges.
LEAGUE PLAY – is one trial held over a series of dates (up to six dates). All results are
recorded as if they happened the LAST date of the league. Within the league trial, once
a level is completed move-ups to the next level may happen within the league. For
other trials entered during the league trial dates, move-ups may NOT happen until after
the last date of league.
SCENT DETECTIVE
Teams may begin competing in Patrol Level 1 and/or Detective Level 2. A title must be
earned in either Level 1 or Level 2 before entering Investigator Level 3. Completion of
Level 3 is required before entering Super Sleuth Level 4. A Level 4 title must be earned
before entering either the Detective Diversion or the Private Investigator class.
SCENT RANGER
Teams must begin in Level 1 and upon completing requirements for Level 1 title may
move to Level 2. A Level 1 title is required to enter Level 2 as is a Level 2 title to enter
Level 3.
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Scent Patrol (CW-SP) Level 1
Scent

Items in

One Hide
Judge’s choice of BIRCH or CYPRESS
9 – 10 BOXES

search:
Minimum Distance
between items
Height Maximum
Search Area
Time

One box will contain 1 scent (in an appropriate scent vessel).
2 Feet
Ground level only
300 – 900 Sq. Ft
90 seconds

If the Dog and Handler correctly identify the hide within the allotted time, does not incur
more than one Fault, a PASSING score will be earned.
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Scent Detective (CW-SD) Level 2
Teams may begin in Level 1 and / or Level 2

Scent

Two DIFFERENT ODOR Hides –
Judge’s choice of BIRCH, CYPRESS or CLOVE BUD
1-2 tables and 5 chairs or stools grouped and

Items in search:

9 - 10 Objects and Containers on perimeter or single line
(See page 23)

Distractions

None

Minimum Distance
between items

12” between chairs/stools. 2 Feet between items.

Minimum Distance
between scents

10 Feet

Height of Hide
Maximum

18 inches.

Minimum
Challenges per One accessible hide will be placed under the seat of 1 chair.
One accessible hide will be placed on or in an item.
course
Search Area 400 – 900 Sq Ft.
Time 3 minutes
If the Dog and Handler correctly identify the two hides within the allotted time, does not
incur more than one Fault, a PASSING score will be earned.
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Scent Investigator (CW-SI) Level 3
The team must have earned the Scent Patrol (Level 1) OR the Scent Detective (Level 2) title
before entering the Investigator (Level 3) class (other than FEO).

Three Hides –
Judge’s choice of BIRCH, CYPRESS, CLOVE BUD or
ANISE

Scent

May use a scent more than one time
16 - 20 CONTAINERS and OBJECTS
Items in search:

Distractions

Scent Vessel may be attached to or in a Container or Object,
which may be on the floor or on a wall or other surface.
One known to exhibitor. Distraction must be 6’ from any hide

Minimum Distance
between items

None.

Minimum Distance
between different
scents

6 Feet

Minimum Distance
between SAME
scents

12 Feet

Height of Hide
Maximum

36 inches.

Must include at least two of the following challenges:
Minimum Challenges
per course

24 – 36”” elevated hide
12 inches or less between hide and “blank” item
6’ - 7’ between two different scents
12’ – 14’ between same scents

Search Area
Time

600 – 1000 Sq Ft
3 minutes

If the Dog and Handler correctly identify the three hides within the allotted time, does
not incur more than one Fault, a PASSING score will be earned.
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Scent Super Sleuth (CW-SSS) Level 4
The team must have earned the Scent Investigator (Level 3) title before entering the Super
Sleuth (Level 4) class (other than FEO).

Four Hides –
Judge’s choice of BIRCH, CYPRESS, CLOVE BUD or
Scent
ANISE
May use a scent more than one time
Minimum of 24 items and/or possible hide locations
Scents (in appropriate vessels) may be located in or on any
item or concealed in the search environment. Use of building,
Items in search:
structures, and natural environment, inside or out, depending on
trial location. (A realistic number of environmental possible
hide locations can be counted in the minimum number
required.)
Optional use of one distraction allowed. 4’ minimum from any
Distraction
hide. Distraction may not be directly below or above a hide.
Minimum Distance None
between items
Minimum Distance
between different 4 Feet
scents
Minimum Distance
8 Feet
between SAME scents
Height Maximum 48 inches

Must include at least two of the following challenges:
36 – 48” elevated hide
Fabric object hide
Minimum Challenges Grouping of 3 – 4 objects, 0” - 12” apart. (may or may not
per course contain the scent)
Less than 12” between hide and “blank” item
4’ – 5’ between two different scents
8’ – 10’ between same scents
One distraction
Search Area 600 – 1600 Sq Ft
Time 4 - 5 minutes Judge sets time based on location and hides

If the Dog and Handler correctly identify the four hides within the allotted time, does not
incur more than one Fault, a PASSING score will be earned.
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Scent Private Investigator (CW-SPI)
The team must have earned the Scent Super Sleuth (Level 4) title before entering the Private Investigator
class (other than FEO).

One to four Hides, total number unknown to handler –
Judge’s choice of BIRCH, CYPRESS, CLOVE BUD or
Scent
ANISE
May use a scent more than once.
Minimum of 24 items and/or possible hide locations
Scents (in appropriate vessels) may be located in or on any item
Items in search: or concealed in the search environment. Use of building,
structures, and natural environment, inside or out, depending on
trial location. (A realistic number of environmental possible hide
locations can be counted in the minimum number required.)
Distractions None
Minimum Distance
None
between items
Minimum Distance
between different 4 Feet
scents
Minimum Distance
between SAME 8 Feet
scents
Height Maximum 48 Inches
Must include at least one of the following challenges:
36”- 48” elevated hide
Minimum
Grouping of 3 – 4 objects 0” - 12” apart. (may or may not contain
Challenges per
the scent)
course
Two hides of different scents placed 4-5 feet apart
Two hides of the same scent placed 8 - 10 feet apart.
Search Area 600 – 1600 Sq Ft
Time 3 - 4 minutes Judge sets time based on location and hides
The handler must correctly call “finish” when the handler believes they have found all
the hides. If the dog and handler correctly identify the hides within the allotted time,
does not incur more than one Fault, and the handler calls “Finish” a PASSING score will
be earned.
“Finish” stops the time.
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Scent Detective Diversions (CW-SDD)
The team must have earned the Scent Super Sleuth (Level 4) title before entering the Diversions class
(other than FEO).

Two Hides –
Scent
Judge’s choice of BIRCH, CYPRESS, CLOVE BUD or
ANISE
May use a scent more than one time.
Minimum of 24 items and/or possible hide locations
Scents (in appropriate vessels) may be located in or on any item
Items in search: or concealed in the search environment. Use of building,
structures, and natural environment, inside or out, depending on
trial location. (A realistic number of environmental possible hide
locations can be counted in the minimum number required.)
Four judge-known Distraction items should be in the search.
Distractions in These should be unknown to exhibitors ahead of time. More
search: than one of the same type distraction may be used. The same
distraction may not be used more than two times.
Minimum Distance
between scent and 4 Feet. Distraction may not be directly below or above a hide.
distraction
Minimum Distance
None
between items
Minimum Distance
between different 4 Feet
scents
Minimum Distance
between SAME 8 Feet
scents
Height Maximum 48 Inches
Must include at least one of the following in addition to the
distractions:
Minimum 36”- 48” elevated hide
Challenges per Grouping of 3 – 4 objects 0” - 12” apart. (may or may not contain
one odor hide)
course
4’ – 5’ between hide and distraction item
8’ – 10’ between same scents
Search Area 600 – 1600 sq ft
Time 2 - 3 minutes Judge sets time based on location and hides
If the Dog and Handler correctly identify the two hides within the allotted time, does not
incur more than one Fault, a PASSING score will be earned.
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Scent Ranger Classes
The Scent Ranger classes are a chance for the dog to work independently – Rangingout away from the handler.
There will be a search area clearly marked with a distance line the handler may not
cross. The handler may start the dog at any point on the Handler Distance Line. The
handler may move freely behind the line. After a correct “alert” call the handler may
cross the line to reward the dog. The dog will not be faulted for crossing the Handler
Distance line at any time.

Scent Ranger (CW-ScR1) Level 1
All teams must begin in this class

Scent

One Hide – BIRCH or CYPRESS

Items in search:

Distractions
Distance between
boxes

8 BOXES in a single file row

None
2 – 4 Feet between boxes

Height of Hide
Maximum

Ground level

Distance from
Handler

7 - 8 Feet

Time

90 seconds

If the Dog and Handler correctly identify the one hide within the allotted time, does not
incur more than one Fault, a PASSING score will be earned.
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Scent Ranger Level 2 (CW-ScR2)
The team must have earned the Scent Ranger Level 1 title before entering this class.

One Hide

Scent

Judge’s choice of BIRCH, CYPRESS, CLOVE BUD

10 Objects: Consisting of 5 chairs or stools and 5 other objects
Items in search: in single file along the perimeter (maximum of two sides) of the
search area. Hide should be accessible to majority of dogs.
Distractions
Minimum Distance
between items

None
2 Feet

Height of Hide
Maximum

18 inches

Distance from
Handler

10 - 12 Feet

Time

2 Minutes

If the Dog and Handler correctly identify the one hide within the allotted time, does not
incur more than one Fault, a PASSING score will be earned.
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Scent Ranger Level 3 (CW-ScR3)
The team must have earned the Scent Ranger Level 2 title before entering this class.

Two Hides – of Different scents
Scent

Judge’s choice of BIRCH, CYPRESS, CLOVE BUD or
ANISE

Items in search:

Distractions

16 CONTAINERS and OBJECTS set along the perimeter
(maximum of three sides) of the search area
Scent Vessel may be attached to or in a Container or Object,
which may be on the floor or on a wall or other surface.
One known to exhibitor. Distraction must be 6’ from any hide

Minimum Distance
between items

1 Foot

Minimum Distance
between different
scents

6 Feet

Height of Hide
Maximum

36 inches.

Distance from
Handler

10 - 12 Feet

Time

3 minutes

If the Dog and Handler correctly identify the two hides within the allotted time, does not
incur more than one Fault, a PASSING score will be earned.
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Guidelines specific to the Ranger program

The search area should be set so there is the least chance of leash entanglement with
items. The use of the perimeter for item placement when using any taller items (chairs,
tables, etc.) is encouraged. Handlers may drop the leash to avoid entanglement, or
cross into the search area to untangle a leash (returning immediately to Handler area)
without penalty.
It is encouraged to create secure set ups to allow for off-leash
searches.
Some search set-up options may be a straight line of items with the handler line parallel
to the items, set in horse-shoe (curved), or U- shape with the handler in the center.
Handlers may cross the distance line to reward once they have called a correct “Alert”
If after calling an “Alert”, the judge asks “where” the handler may cross the line without
penalty to point out the location.
Ranger Level 3 - After the first odor find, or to repay an already found hide in order to
move the dog along, the handler may go to the dog and reward next to source, may
then cue the dog to continue searching. The handler must immediately go directly back
past the distance line.
Examples of course sets page 36

Search Area Guidelines
Safety of the dogs, handlers and judge is of the upmost importance when setting the
search area and selecting items to use in it. All items used should be stable and not be
a hazard to the dog if knocked over. Course layout should always leave room for
handlers to freely move about, including those in wheelchairs or scooter.
All scent swabs, shall be placed in an appropriate scent vessel – Limit of one scent per
container or hide. See Scent Prep on page 30.

Scent Vessels: A vessel must have enough holes, gaps, or openings large enough to
allow for a reasonable volume of odor to escape. A vessel should prevent anything
from having direct contact with the scent swabs and oils. A Scent Vessel should
contain between 2 -4 swabs depending on type of vessel and the difficulty of the
hide. Scent vessels are placed into appropriate containers or attached to objects as
required in the class level.
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Possible Vessels:
PVC
Hose or tubing
Small plastic container
Metal or tin container with lid
Plastic test tubes

Plastic pipettes (with the ends cut off)
Outer shell of ink pen
Plastic egg
Plastic or metal Straw
Other similar items

Boxes Level 1 and Higher
Boxes -with openings or a lid that allows a reasonable volume of odor to escape .
Folded flaps must be taped or placed with tucked side down for safety, so the
dog cannot get their foot or face wedged into the box. Boxes may vary in size
and shape. Boxes in Level 1 may be no taller than 10”.
Level 2 (Scent Detective) - The 1 -2 tables and 5 chairs should be grouped together
with 1 – 3 feet between individual chairs. They can be arranged in anyway
although a square pattern (chairs at the table) or straight line is preferred. The
underside of the chairs or stools should be 18” or less. One hide will be placed
on the underside of one chair/stool. Dogs should not be expected to pinpoint
the exact location of the hide but indicate that it's under as opposed to on the
chair seat.
One Accessible hide will be placed in or on one of the 9 – 10 items which
should be on or along the perimeter, or in a single line, with a minimum of 2 foot
distance between items. This single line may be straight, curved, or have one
turn. The line of items must be at least 10 feet from any chair. The items may
be on the floor or attached to a solid perimeter wall. The hide should be directly
accessible to the majority of dogs.
Containers and Objects for Level 2 and higher: Normal everyday items that the scent
vessel can be safely attached to or hidden in, such as tin or plastic containers,
tool boxes, wicker, baskets, pails, pots/pans, paper gift bags, furniture, tables,
chairs, children’s plastic toys, wagons, tractors, trailers, vehicles, bins, open
luggage.
Socks, gloves or smaller, softer items should be attached to
something to discourage a dog from mouthing the item. Items may have light
material, paper or plastic to camouflage whether or not the scent is in or on the
item. Containers and objects should be large enough and solid enough to not be
ingested whole or in any part by a dog.
Cloth items must have scent vessel aged inside at least one hour prior to class.
Gloves
Socks
Soft Totes
Cloth Bags
Backpacks
Other similar items
Purse
Pocket in clothing
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No complete item commonly used in the performance of obedience, agility, rally or
other dog sports may be used – such as: tunnel, complete jump, agility table,
dumbbells. The start line cones may not contain odor.
NO ITEM MAY BE USED IF IT CONTAINS GLASS, OR HAS SHARP OR POINTED
EDGES.

DISTRACTION ITEMS
May not be used in Level 1or Level 2 classes. Level 3 will have one distraction
KNOWN to the handler. At briefing the judge will point out the distraction item.


Person as distraction – Scent may not be on the person. The judge does not
count as a distraction person. In Level 3 and Level 4 - One person - seated or
standing. Detective Diversion - One to Two people - sitting or standing, or a
person may move in a small area as directed by the judge.



Non-food distraction – any item that may be distracting to the dog, such as used
toys, balls, clothing, shoes, pet blanket. It should be in its natural state with no
added oils, perfumes, sprays. No life-like and/or life-size stuffed animals from
the dog or cat family may be used. No live animals or their litter may be used.
Smaller items likely to be mouthed should be in a container – open or closed.



Food Distraction – may consist of dog or human food. Any food known to be
harmful to dogs is prohibited: such as sugar-free foods, grapes, chocolate,
avocados, onions, small bones. Food must be in an enclosed container the dog
would not be able to open, with enough holes or openings to allow odor to easily
escape. Items with food odors embedded (ex. used cookware, food storage
containers) in or on would be considered a food distraction.



Sound Distraction – Super Sleuth and Diversion classes only- is an unusual
sound produced for a short time at a medium level based on the search
environment or a continuous nature sound from within a container at a low
volume. It should be loud enough to be noticeable, but not startling. For those
short time sounds-the timing should be the same for all dogs during their search
– such as either when the dog is in a certain location, or a set time into the
search. The dog should be no closer than 8 feet to the sound. If the dog is
within the 8’ at the time the sound should occur it must wait until the dog moves
out of the 8’ range. It may not be done when the dog is within 8 feet of the odor.
Sounds should last no more than one to three seconds (other than continuous
nature sound). Sounds that may be used for the short-time sound: Crinkling a
treat bag or water bottle, squeaking of a toy, cell phone ring or notification tone,
electronic reproductions of bells, engines, animals (other than dog). Continuous
Nature Sounds may contain rain, water, insects, frogs, birds, and other similar
soothing sounds. Thunder, firecracker and other sounds that commonly frighten
dogs may not be used. We want them curious about it, not afraid of it.
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Environmental Distraction – sounds, smells, visuals that would affect the search.
Normally this type distraction would be found at outside trials.

Trial Guidelines
Search area space must meet the class requirements. The safety of dogs and
exhibitors must be the foremost consideration when choosing the location and setting
up the search areas. Relative square footage should be maintained in unusual
configured spaces. Slight variances of areas are to be expected in trial situations.


A Search area is the defined area where the hides are located. The Search area
may be defined with walls, gating, cones, flags or other easily visible markers.
The Search area is contained within a Sequestered Area.



The Sequestered Area is the entire restricted viewing area that includes the class
Search area, steward table, and spectator viewing area.

During search set-up and until the team runs, the sequestered space will not be
visible to the teams unless the judge includes viewing of the search area as part of
their briefing. There are several ways to do this: ring gates with tarps/cloths covering
them, a separate room or area for crating, or having teams crate outside (or inside
depending on location of the search area), or similar ideas that will work with individual
trial sites. Once a handler is done running or not entered in a particular class, they are
welcomed and encouraged to watch if the location space permits.
The height and distances described in the class requirements are approximate
and may vary slightly based on the search area and conditions.
The class order in a specific search area should be lower levels to higher
levels. The judge and trial host should work together in planning the trial. Taking into
consideration the overall size and layout of the building, the sequestered space and
search area, and if the building or search area is able to be aired out during the day
when setting the number of classes (thus number of odor hides) that will be offered per
area per day. An example maximum would be 24 odor hides in a 60 x 50 open area.
(A starting point in determining number of hides - One hide per 80-100 sq ft in an
average training type building with commercial height ceilings). History will help
determine the saturation point of a search area. After two hours of Blank/non-odor
time the space may be reused.
Hosts and judges may arrange the trial class order such that one round of all
of the classes run first, then the next round runs (Consecutive order), or they may have
the handler run two rounds back to back (Concurrently). If concurrent method is used,
handler must have the option of running the first round and coming back in for their
second round at the end of the running order.
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Distance between search areas – Classes that are run concurrently must have
a solid type barrier between the two areas that is at least 30” high – preferably higher –
to visually block the dog’s view and access to the next search area. Ideally there will
be solid dividers with blank space between, a solid wall, or the searches will be in
separate rooms.
Depending on the layout, the judge and trial host may allow the option of having
the Search Area CLOSED – (the opening shut after the team enters), allowing for a
safer off-leash option
In Outdoor Search areas the ground should be free of holes or other hazards.
For outdoor trials to allow Off-Leash work, the Search Area must be within a 42”
minimum securely fenced area. Outdoor Search areas not within a securely fenced
area must be an on-leash search.
In the Ranger classes, the Handler Distance Line should be clearly defined.
Various line markers may be used. Some choices may be chalk or tape of the ground,
two or more cones or other items used as line markers with the “line” between them,
mat seams.
Trial hosts are encouraged, but not required, to allow move-ups between
classes.
If trial hosts are allowing multiple dogs per handler, handlers with MULTIPLE
DOGS will run at the beginning and the end of the class. Subsequent dogs will run
after the search area has been Reset. At minimum, the scents should be moved to
new locations. The entire search area does not need to be reset. There will be a 10minute “settle” time after the search area is reset for subsequent dogs.
Warm-Up Boxes may be offered by the trial host in a designated area – in an
area completely away from where the searches are being held. It is recommended
Birch and Cypress - One scent per box be placed in the warm-up area. The host may
also offer Clove and Anise boxes. Blank or empty boxes may also be placed with the
odor boxes. Each box with scent will be labeled with the content. Priority access to the
warm-up area will be given to the next-in team. A limit of one minute or less use (at a
time) of the warm-up area should be respected. To reduce the chance of odor
contaminating other surfaces, handlers should not touch the Warm-Up Boxes.
If the Host chooses to accept entries from Bitches in Season, it may only be for
the last class in a specific search area for the day. The premium MUST STATE
PROMINENTLY AND IN BOLD that BIS entries will be accepted and for what classes.
If this statement is not included in the premium, the host must refund entry fee to any
exhibitor who pulls their entry upon learning BIS are in attendance. The bitches in
season must wear panties. Ideally separate potty and kenneling areas (or kenneling in
the car) are designated. For hosts not accepting entries from BIS, in the spirit of
support for our supporters a refund of at least the majority of the entry fee without
requiring a vet statement for bitches that have been entered and come into season is
encouraged.
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Handling a Judge’s entry in the class they are judge of.- Trial hosts MAY allow the
judge to enter a class they are judging if resets are being allowed at the trial. This
must be agreed upon prior to the premium being released. The second judge will set
and judge all dogs in that reset of that round. The premium must include the reset
information including who will be the judge for that Round’s reset.
Reporting results – The exhibitors in the reset(s) for each round should be
reported together in a group separated on the Class Results Report – including the
judge name and signature in that area.

Scent Detective Advocates - have a big role. They are responsible for making
sure exhibitors obey all trial rules, particularly the prohibitions of discussing the search
area set-up outside of the search area prior to the completion of the class and not
bringing scents to the show grounds. They also need to be aware of what can be
heard from the scent area, along with normal Advocate duties.
Thus the Scent
Advocate cannot work as the Scent Steward at the same time.

Scent Stewards will place scent vessel into item or location per judge
instructions and remove the scented items for a Judge choosing not to touch odor.
They also need to be available to set up any scented item that may become moved
during the class. It is up to their discretion if they would like to compete in Scent
Detective classes. If they choose to also compete, they may NOT set up the search
area in which they are going to be competing in.
The same person may not act as both the Advocate and Scent Steward since
they would be in the sequestered space and not in the exhibitor area. (See Scent
Steward Guide page 32. – which may be printed out for Scent Steward use at a trial)

Judge Guidelines
Judge and Trial Host must specify when making trial ARRANGEMENTS, who
will provide scents, vessels, boxes, containers and objects. It is expected that the
judge will at least provide the scents and vessels.
Judges should use their knowledge and work with trial host in the PLANNING of
the trial: locations for each class, size of space for each class, the flow of classes
within the space, how many hides can the space handle before scent overload occurs.
Safe flow of dogs into and out of search area should be considered.
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The judge may OBSERVE the search from either inside or outside of the search
area. The judge may move as needed to observe the working team. As much as
possible the location of the judge should be the same for all dogs in that class.
Judges should provide a general MAP on the day of the trial indicating how they
want their search area(s) set up and where the scents will be located for each class.
They also should contain what challenges will be used for each class. Preparing the
layout ahead allows for more efficient course sets, more even use of odors and
challenges used. This map is given ONLY to the person(s) setting up the search area
and the Scent Steward and is given back to the judge immediately upon completion of
the set-up. The map should include location and which scent, if in container or on an
object. Where scent was located in previous class(es). The score sheets can contain
the exact containers and objects where scent is located. (See examples starting at
page 33. Judges are not required to use this exact format.)
Judge’s choice of scent includes MULTIPLES of the same scent as part of the
number of required scents in certain classes. But throughout the year judges should
rotate equally among all of the scents.
Judges must use a SCORE SHEET that tracks scents used and their Locations,
Team Time, Hides Found, Faults, Pass/Fail. (Sample page 38). If there is question
later as to why an NQ was given or the odor(s) the dog found, the information should
be available on the score sheet.
Judges may DISCUSS an exhibitor’s score with them after the conclusion of the
class. The judge may discontinue the discussion if, in the judge’s opinion, the
discussion becomes nonproductive.
Setting the Course TIME LIMITS - In the Super Sleuth, Detective Diversions and
Investigator classes, judges are responsible for setting the allowable course times
within the time limits, based on the search area size, layout, and other factors in the
search location. The time of the Dog in White search may also be taken into
consideration.
Alert Confirmation for ACCESSIBLE HIDES. If the dog is near the source of the
scent, but it is not clear to the judge that the dog has communicated the exact location
to the handler, the judge should ask “where?” The handler must then indicate the
source of the scent by pointing to the location. If the area that the handler indicates
includes the hide location, or in the judge’s opinion where the strongest concentration
of odor has collected, the judge should respond affirmatively.
Alert Confirmation for INACCESSIBLE HIDES. For inaccessible hides, the dog
may not be able to access the exact location of the hide, so the judge will be looking for
the dog to get as close as it is possible for that dog to get to the inaccessible hide
location or where the strongest concentration of odor has collected. The judge may
ask “where” if it is not clear to the judge the dog is has indicated the location of the hide
or strongest concentration of odor.
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Odor Handling and Hygiene
The Judge may CHOOSE to act as the scent steward for one or more of the
classes they are judging. But extreme care and appropriate odor hygiene must be
used. Judges must wear gloves when working with odor. Gloves must be removed
and hands washed after handling odor. If the judge chooses to handle odor they should
not handle clean containers or objects in the search area. Vessels should be preloaded or loaded in an area separate from the search area. After placing hides, hands
need to be thoroughly cleaned before judging begins.
Odor should be placed in vessels and vessels into containers in a separate
area, where dogs will not be: a separate room, outside area, in a car, etc. Odor should
never be loaded into vessels in the vicinity of the search area. The only scented item in
a search area is the actual hide. Used scent objects must be removed from the area
immediately after the class concludes. When setting up or breaking down a search,
remember that scented objects should NEVER be placed on or near any other object in
the area (example, tables, on the floor outside of the ring, etc.). The scented object
should be held until placed in the search and removed from the search directly to the
separate scent area. A plastic tote or bag can help with removal of multiple hot items.
Once scent has been placed for a search, that location should be kept free from
“clean”” containers for at least 2 hours. “Clean” items should be at least two feet away
from locations previously used for scent. In cases where the scent vessel was open
and close to the floor a longer time should be allowed. (Example: straw containing
scent taped under low beach chair). Locations previously used for scent should ideally
be marked (with for example, small dots or pieces of tape).
Any item used for odor should NEVER be used for a BLANK CONTAINER at
the current trial or at any future trial.
The odors must be in place for at LEAST 10 MINUTES prior to the start of the
class. By its very nature, these classes will take a little longer to set than other canine
sports.
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Scent Prep
To prepare cotton swabs to use as scented articles, begin with 100% cotton swabs
with cardboard rods. Make certain that the swab packaging does NOT mention
“antibacterial”. Plastic rods interact with the essential oils, potentially changing the
scent as the plastic breaks down. (Using plastic straws as a swab container is fine,
for short periods of time.) Note: Some plastic rods are colored white – check the
package to ensure the swabs have cardboard rods.
Either cut the swabs in half, or into three pieces, to create shorter partial swabs. If you
cut the swabs into three pieces, throw away the part that is ‘rod only.’

In the above photo, the swabs in the upper left have plastic rods. They are not
appropriate for scent items. The other swabs have cardboard rods, and are
appropriate for scent items.
The colored straws in the photo have been cut into pieces to use to hold scented
swabs. Metal tins (with the required holes drilled or punched) may also be used; for a
short term hide, paper (such as an envelope) may also be an appropriate holder.
Scented swabs may be created in a small quantity (for example, a sample jelly jar
holds between 35 and 40 swabs), or more. I create a quart of swabs at a time, filling
smaller jars for others or for class use from the quart.
To create “a quart” of swabs: Start with 1 large package of swabs. For many brands,
this will be 500 swabs, though many generic brands offer 625 swabs per package. Cut
the swabs in half (or cut out a portion of the rod), storing the cut swabs in a clean bowl
or bag. Retain the swab package to hold any ‘left over’ swabs.
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Start with a clean quart jar (a Ball jar, Mason jar, pickle jar, etc). If using a pickle jar,
clean well, clearing as much of the pickle smell as possible. Before placing any swabs
in the jar, drop between 8 and 12 drops of the essential oil into the jar. Place the cover
on the jar firmly and roll the jar to dispense the oil all around the jar.
Open the lid, and fill the jar between 1/3 and 1/2 filled with the halved swabs. Replace
the lid firmly and shake the jar firmly for several seconds.
Re-open the lid and drop approximately 8 drops down the sides of the jar. (Move the
dropper around the jar as releasing the drops.) When complete, add more swabs, cap
the jar and shake.
Three or four “dropper” then “add swabs” and then “shake sealed jar” steps should fill
the jar between 3/4 and completely filled. Seal the lid again, for at least 24 hours. I
like to leave longer when possible, and try to remember to pick up and shake the jar a
couple of times a day during that ‘curing’ period.
For smaller amount of swab prep, proportionately change the amount of swabs and
drops of oil in each step.
Individual droppers will vary, along with the different scent’s intensity. You may need
to make adjustments.
Swabs should be scented or refreshed within 24 – 48 hours of a trial.
Remember: When placing out the hides – none of the swabs will have
INTENTIONALLY come in direct contact with a large amount of oil – but the possibility
of contamination if you use an item that has oil on it that is not enclosed in another
container is very real. All scented items (whether swabs or another item) must be held
within some type of protective barrier – whether a tin, plastic, straws or paper. The
scented swab should not touch anything but a protective barrier.
A Scent Vessel should contain between 2 -4 swabs depending on type of vessel
and how difficult the hide.
Gloves, and / or tweezers should always be used when
touching the scent swabs.
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Scent Detective Stewarding Guide
The Advocate may not be the Scent Steward during the time they are the Advocate
since they will not be out among the exhibitors while working as the Scent Steward.
Please refer to the Level Descriptions for specific information about each class. Keep
course maps confidential.
If you are handling scent at all, use gloves to handle “hot” items such as the swabs,
vessels. Using tweezers to place the swabs is helpful, but not required. Scent swabs
should be placed into scent vessels just prior to being placed into the container/object.
It is helpful to have containers/items filled and ready for the next class by the time the
current class is done. Fabric items in the upper levels that will be closed must have
the scent loaded at least One Hour prior to the start of that class. (The judge will let
you know if s/he is planning to use something like this that needs to be set up early in
the day to sit for longer.)
If the judge is not placing their own hides, the Scent steward will place the
scent/scented items on the course. This item(s) needs to be placed first so the
“cooking” time can be started and therefore moving the trial along more quickly. Once
the item(s) is placed, the timer should be set to 10 minutes. The Scent Steward will
help to maintain the odor source(s) (“hot” items) in the search area during the classes –
including, but not limited to, replacing “hot” items, moving “hot” items back to their
original place(s), wiping off drool, and removing “hot” items from the course at the end
of the class.
An additional Ring (“cold”) Steward (and/or judge) will place all “cold” items on the
course according to the course map. The “cold” steward will help to maintain the “cold”
items – including, but not limited to, replacing “cold” items, moving “cold” items back to
their original place(s), picking up food/debris in the search area, and removing “cold”
items from the course at the end of the class.
Either the judge or the “cold” steward may mark the location of “hot” items with stickers
or tape as the Scent Steward is removing them from the course at the end of each
class so that future items (“cold”) are not placed within two feet of that exact same spot
for at least 2 hours.
It is helpful to label with post-its or removable stickers as items are filled with what
scent is contained in that item, since once you are past Level 1 you have multiple items
filled ready to go when the current class is over. It is easy to get things mixed up and
forget what scent is in what item. Or you can maintain a list of the item filled and what
scent was loaded.
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Map Examples
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Scent Detective Master Score Sheet
CLASS:
P.I.

Level 1
D.D.

Level 2

SR 1

SR 2

Level 3
SR 3

Date:____________

Level 4
Round

1

2

3

4

Scent 1

Scent 2

Scent 3

Scent 4

Located in/on:

Located in/on:

Located in/on:

Located in/on:

Faults: Dropped Food; Dog stops working; Handler guiding dog; Incorrect find; Destructive behavior;
Disturbing search area by dog or handler, Verbally naming item, Cont. search after “alert”, SR crossing
line less than half.

Team Dog –
Handler
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1
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3
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4
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1
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2
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3
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4

Scent
1
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2
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3

Scent
4
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Fault

NonQualifying

Time

Pass
/Fail
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